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Extensions of valuation rings V of a skew field K are considered in the skew
Ž .field F K x,  for  a monomorphism of K. At least two such extensions exist
if  is an automorphism, but no extension may exist if  is a monomorphism only.
There exist extensions RŽa. of V in F with xRŽa. aRŽa. for every non-zero a in
K if and only if V is invariant and  is compatible with V.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
  ŽMacLane described in M the set of real-valued extensions of a real-
.valued valuation of a ground field F in a simple transcendental extension0
Ž .F  F x . There always exist infinitely many such extensions and some1 0
       related results can be found in R and BO ; see also B and O . Many
other authors have considered the problem of how to extend a valuation
on a field F to a simple transcendental extension F , for example,0 1
   Matignon and Ohm MO1, MO2 , Alexandru et al. APZ , and Khanduja
 K .
Haase used the fact that a complete discrete valuation of the center F
of a finite-dimensional division algebra D can be extended to D in order
to compute the Brauer group of local fields. In contrast to the commuta-
tive situation, not every valuation of the center can be extended to a
 finite-dimensional division algebra; see for example BG .
1 The first author is supported by NSERC.
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Ž .We say that the pair K , V is a valued skew field if K is a skew field
with the subring V such that a K V implies a1  V; we also say that
V is a valuation ring of K. Let  be a monomorphism of K and
Ž .F K x, the corresponding Ore extension of K. We consider the set of
extensions of V in F, i.e., the valuation rings R of F with R	 K V.
The results are surprisingly different from the commutative situation. Even
though at least two extensions of V exist in F if  is an automorphism,
see Theorem 2.2, an example is given, see 4.2, where  is a monomor-
phism and V has no extension in F. In Section 3 the important condition
that  is compatible with V is discussed and V has extensions in F in this
case. It is proved in 4.3 that an invariant rank-one valuation ring V has
Ž .exactly two extensions in F K x,  for  a non-compatible automor-
phism. In the special case V K ,  an automorphism, all extensions of V
 4are determined in 4.6. In Section 5 it is shown that for all a K  0 there
exist extensions R of V in F with xR aR if and only if  is compatible
and V is invariant; see Theorem 5.1. Ultra products of extensions of a
valuation ring V are considered in 5.3.
2. STANDARD EXTENSIONS
Let K be a skew field with subring V such that a K V implies
1 Ž .a  V. We then say that the pair K , V is a valued skew field and that
Ž .V is a valuation ring of K. We use U V to denote the group of units of V,
Ž . Ž .and J V  V U V is the maximal ideal of V. A valued skew field
Ž . Ž .F, R is an extension of K , V if K
 F is a skew field extension and
R	 K V; we also say in this case that R is an extension of V in F.
   i 4Let  be a monomorphism of K and K x,   Ý x a  a  K be thei i
Ž .skew polynomial ring with ax x a defining the multiplication where
 a K. This ring is a right Ore domain; see C, p. 54 , and hence
Ž .   1  F K x,   K x,  S , the skew field of quotients of K x,  , exists,
   4where S K x,   0 . For V a valuation ring of K we investigate the set
of extensions R of V in F, with F a simple Ore extension of K.
The next well-known result shows that  can be extended to an
˜ ˜Ž .automorphism  of a sub skew field K
 K of F such that F K x,  .˜ ˜
2.1. LEMMA. Gien a skew field K with monomorphism  of K , then
˜  n n Ž .K x Kx is a sub skew field of F K x,  and  can ben0
˜ ˜Ž .extended to an automorphism  of K such that F K x,  .˜ ˜
Proof. If T denotes the skew field x nKxn, then T 
 T , sincen n n1
n n nŽ Ž . 1 . n n1 Ž . Ž n1. n1 Žn1.x Kx  x x K x x  x  K x 
 x Kx . It fol-
˜lows that KT is a skew field contained in F. The mapping  , with˜n
Ž n n. n Ž . n x ax  x  a x for a K , is well defined and an automorphism˜
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˜ ˜ k i ˜of K. Clearly, K
 F, and for Ý x a  0, a  K , there exists an n with˜ ˜i0 i i
n n nŽ i . n ia  x a x for a  K and all i. Hence, x Ý x a x Ý x a  0 shows˜ ˜i i i i i
˜Ž . Ž .that a  0 for i 0, . . . , k. It follows that F K x,   K x,  .˜i
If V is a valuation ring of K and if there exists an extension R of V in
˜ ˜F, then R	 K is an extension of V in K. This suggests that conversely we
˜ ˜might try to determine first the extensions V of V in K and then the
˜ ˜Ž .extensions of the various V in F K x,  where in this last step we˜
know that  is an automorphism.˜
The next result shows that in the case where  is an automorphism of
K there always exist at least two extensions of V in F. In order to prove
this theorem we consider skew power series rings and Laurent series rings.
    iLet K be a skew field with automorphism  . Then K x,   Ý x a i0 i
4a  K is the ring of skew power series which contains the right and lefti
 i 4  Ore set S x  i 0 . The multiplication in K x,  is determined by
Ž .ax x a for all a in K. The localization

1 i K x ,   S K x ,   x a a  KŽ .Ž . Ý i i½ 5
in
is the skew field of skew Laurent series. For a non-zero element 
ŽŽ ..  i Ž .  4K x,  ,  Ý x a , we define    k min i  a  0 andin i i
Ž .w   a , the lowest non-zero coefficient of  .k
2.2. THEOREM. Let  be an automorphism of the skew field K and V a
aluation ring of K. Then V has at least the two standard extensions R andŽ1.
Ž .R in F K x,  : The aluation ring R of F is characterized as theŽ1. Ž1.
Ž .extension of V in F with the property that xa J R for all a K , orŽ1.
equialently by the condition
Ž .i xR  aR for all 0 a K.Ž1. Ž1.
The aluation ring R of F is characterized as the extension of V in FŽ1.
1 Ž .with the property that x a J R for all a in K , or equialently by theŽ1.
condition
Ž .ii aR  xR for all a K.Ž1. Ž1.
ˆ ŽŽ ..Proof. Consider F K x,  , the skew field of skew Laurent series
ˆŽ .which contains the skew field F K x,  . The subring R V
ˆ xK x,  is a valuation ring of F: It follows from the definition that
ˆ ˆ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . F is in R if    0 or if    0 and w   V. If    0 and
Ž . 1 Ž .w   a  K V, then a  V and from  a 1 m , m0 0 0
  1 Ž 2 . 1xK x,  , it follows that   1mm   a is an element in0
ˆ 1 1 ˆŽ . Ž .R. Finally, if    0, then    0 and   R. This shows that
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ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .F,R is a valued skew field. Let R  F	 R and R 	 K R	 K VŽ1. Ž1.
Ž .follows; i.e., R is an extension of V in F. Clearly, condition i holds forŽ1.
R since a1 xR  R for all 0 a K , and this condition, by theŽ1. Ž1. Ž1.
Ž .bijectivity of  , is equivalent to the property that xa J R for all
0 a K.
Ž .To prove that property i characterizes R , let R be any extension ofŽ1.
Ž . n Ž .V in F with xa J R and hence x a J R for all n 1 and a K. It
Ž n .follows that all expressions of the form 1 xc  x c with c  K1 n i
are units in R. Every element  in F can be written as
1n m a  xa  x a b  xb  x bŽ . Ž .0 1 n 0 1 m
  1   k n m
  x a 1 xa  x a 1 xb  x bŽ . Ž .1 n 1 m
for a , a , b , b, a K and k . We use the fact that  is ani i i i
automorphism to prove the second equation. It follows that  is an
element of R if and only if k 0 or k 0 and a V. This proves the
uniqueness of R and hence R R .Ž1.
ˆ 1ŽŽ ..On the other hand, we can consider F  K y,  for y x andŽ1.
 1, which is a skew field that contains F. It also contains the
ˆ ˆ valuation ring R  V yK y,  , and R  R 	 F is an exten-Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.
Ž .sion of V in F with property ii . The proofs of the statements about RŽ1.
are similar to the proofs given above for R .Ž1.
2.3. Remark. With the assumptions as in Theorem 2.2 let 0  F
Ž n n1 nk .Ž m mt .1with  x a  x a  x a x b  x b where0 1 k 0 t
a , b  K and a  0 b . Then  R if and only if either nm ori j 0 0 Ž1.
m Ž 1 .nm and  a b  V.0 0
2.4. Remark. With the assumptions as in Theorem 2.2 let R  V
    xK x,  
 F. Then R is a subring of K x,  and
S  1 xa  x 2a  x na  a , a , . . . , a  K 41 2 n 1 2 n
is a right Ore system in R with R  RS1.Ž1.
2.5. COROLLARY. Let  be a monomorphism of the skew field K and V a
˜ ˜aluation ring of K. If V has an extension V in K , then V has at least two
  ˜distinct extensions R and R in F which are also extensions of V .Ž1. Ž1.
3. COMPATIBILITY
We consider in this section a condition on the monomorphism  of the
skew field K and the valuation ring V of K which guarantees that V has
Ž .    an extension in F K x,  . This condition was used in Ma and BT to
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Ž . Ž .construct valuation rings R that have no two-sided ideals  0 , J R and
R, i.e., where R is nearly simple.
3.1. DEFINITION. The monomorphism  of k is said to be compatible
Ž .with the valued skew field K , V or we also say that  is compatible with
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .V if  V 
 V and  J V 
 J V .
3.2. LEMMA. The following conditions are equialent:
Ž . Ž .i  is compatible with K , V ;
Ž . Ž .ii for all a in K ,  a is in V if and only if a is in V;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii for all a in K ,  a is in U V if and only if a is in U V ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv for all a in K ,  a is in J V if and only if a is in J V .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i  ii . That a V implies  a  V follows directly from
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž 1 .3.1. If, conversely,  a  V for a V, then a  J V and  a 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Ž .J V follows by i ; this is a contradiction, since  a ,  a U V .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii  iii If aU V , with b its inverse, then  a U V with
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . b as its inverse. Conversely, if  a U V , then there exists bU V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1with  a b b a  1. By ii we have a V. If a J V , then a  V
Ž 1 .and b  a  V, a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii  iv If a J V , then 1 aU V and by iii it follows
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that 1  a U V and hence that  a  V. If  a U V , then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .aU V , a contradiction. If, conversely,  a  J V , then 1  a 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 a U V and 1 aU V follows. If aU V , then  a 
Ž .U V , a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 1 . Ž . 1iv  i If a V,  a  V, then  a  J V . Hence a 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J V , a contradiction. If a J V , then  a  J V by iv .
Ž .3.3. Remark. The compatibility of  with K , V is also equivalent to
the following condition:
Ž . Ž .v aV  a V, for a K , defines a strictly monotone mapping of
the totally ordered lattice of cyclic right V-submodules of K into itself.
˜3.4. LEMMA. Let K and  be as in Lemma 2.1. If  is compatible with˜
˜ n n ˜ ˜Ž .K , V , then V x Vx is a aluation ring of K that extends V to Kn 0
˜and  is compatible with V.˜
n n n1 Ž . Ž n1. n1 Žn1.Proof. Since x Vx  x  V x 
 x Vx , and since for
˜ n n 1 K ,  x ax with a K for some n, it follows that either  or 
n n ˜ ˜ ˜is contained in x Vx 
 V. Hence, V is a valuation ring of K. If
n n ˜ nŽ . x ax for a V is in V	 K , then    a V and  V
˜ ˜ ˜follows, which shows V	 K V; i.e., V is an extension of V in K. To
˜ Ž .show that  is V-compatible we use the condition ii of 3.2 and the fact˜
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˜ ˜that an element  K is in V if and only if there exists an n 0 with
n ˜ n nŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..   V. Hence,  V implies    V for some n and   ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
n ˜ ˜Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .     V;    V follows. Conversely, if    V, then˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
n n1 ˜Ž Ž .. Ž .       V;  V follows.˜ ˜ ˜
˜Ž .3.5. Remarks. i The automorphism  of K , see Lemma 2.1, is˜
˜ ˜compatible with a valuation ring V of K that extends V if and only if  is
˜ ˜compatible with V and V  V.
Ž .ii There exist examples for  compatible with V and an extension
˜ ˜ ˜V of V in K which is different from V and is therefore not compatible
with  .˜
˜Ž .Proof of i . Assume that  is compatible with the extension V of V˜
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .in K. Let a V
 V , and hence  a   a  V 	 K V. Con-˜
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .versely, if a K and  a  V, then  a  V , a V 	 K V which˜
˜ Žshows that  is compatible with V. Since  is compatible with V Lemma˜
˜ ˜ ˜ n n.3.4 , it remains to show that V  V. For  K we have  x ax for
n ˜Ž .some a K , and some n 0. This implies    a and  V if and˜
˜only if a V, using the compatibility of  with V . However, this˜
condition is equivalent to the condition that requires  to be an element
˜ ˜ ˜of V, hence V  V follows.
Ž .To prove ii we consider the following example.
Ž Ž .Let K  x , x , . . . be the function field over the rationals in0 1
countably many indeterminates with the monomorphism  defined by
˜Ž . Ž x  x for n 0, 1, 2, . . . . It follows that K . . . , x , x ,n n1 2 1
. Ž .x , x , x , . . . with  x  x for k . For K we consider the˜0 1 2 k k1
 valuation  which is defined on  x , x , x , . . . by0 1 2
n n0 1 r x x . . . min n r  0 ;Ž .Ý ÝŽ . ½ 5n , n , . . . 0 1 i n , n , . . .0 1 0 1
let V be the corresponding valuation ring. Then  is compatible with V
˜and V has infinitely many extensions in K ; however,  is compatible only˜
n n˜with V x Vx .n 0
It follows from the next result that an extension R of V exists in F that
contains both x and x1 if and only if  is compatible with V.
3.6. THEOREM. Let  be a monomorphism and V a aluation ring of the
Ž . 1skew field K. There exists an extension R of V in F K x,  with x, x  R
Ž .if and only if  is compatible with K , V .
Ž .Proof. Assume that R is an extension of V in F with xU R . For
Ž .a K we have ax x a and hence a is a unit in V if and only if
Ž . 1 a  x ax is a unit in R and therefore in V. It follows from Lemma
Ž .3.2 iii that  is compatible with V.
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Conversely, if  is compatible with V it follows from Lemma 3.4 that
˜ ˜ ˜there exists an extension V of V in K such that  is compatible with V.˜
i ˜ ˜ ˜ 4The set S Ý x a  a  V, Ýa V V is a rightleft Ore system in thei i i
˜ ˜ 1   skew polynomial ring V x,  such that R V x,  S is a valuation˜ ˜
Ž  . Ž .ring of F see BSch . It follows from the construction that x is in U R .
To show that R is an extension of V we consider an element  in
the intersection R	 K which certainly contains V. We have 
i i 1 i i ˜Ž .Ž .  Ý x a Ý x c for Ý x c  S and Ý x a  V x,  . It follows that˜i i i i
i i i iŽ .Ý x a  Ý x c Ý x  c and at least one of the coefficients c , sayi i i i
˜ i i0 1Ž . Ž .c , is in U V since Ý x c is in S. Then    a c is an element ini i i i0 0 0
˜ Ž .V	 K V and  V follows by using Lemma 3.2 ii . This shows that
R	 K V.
4. COMPLETE SETS OF EXTENSIONS
Ž .We discuss in this section cases where all extensions of K , V in
Ž .F K x,  can be determined. After collecting conditions on  and
Ž .K , V that guarantee the existence of an extension R of V in F, we give
Ž .an example of K , V and a monomorphism  of K so that V has no
extension in F. We also describe a case where the extensions R andŽ1.
R that occur in Theorem 2.2 comprise exactly the set of all extensionsŽ1.
of V in F. The extensions of V in F for V K and  an automorphism
are determined in Theorem 4.6. They are R , F, and the f-adicŽ1.
valuation rings R of F for an irreducible invariant polynomial f inf
 K x,  ; here, R  R . In particular, V K has exactly three extensionsŽ1. x
if  is an automorphism of K so that no power  n, n 1, is an inner
automorphism.
˜4.1. LEMMA. There exists an extension of V in K and hence in F in any of
the following cases:
Ž .a K is commutatie;
Ž .b  is an automorphism;
Ž . Ž .c  is compatible with K , V .
˜Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that every extension of V in K can
be extended to an extension of V in F. So it remains to show that V can
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .be extended to K in all three cases a , b , and c . If K is commutative,
˜ ˜then so is K and V can be extended to K. If  is an automorphism, then
˜ ˜Ž .K K. If  is compatible with K , V then V can be extended to K by
Ž .Lemma 3.4. The result in the case c also follows from Theorem 3.6.
Ž .We now construct an example of a valued skew field K , V and a
Ž .monomorphism  of K so that V has no extension in F K x,  .
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Ž .4.2. EXAMPLE. Let  t be a simple transcendental extension of the
Ž . Ž . 1rationals and  the automorphism of  t defined by  t  t . We take
Ž .Ž .K t y,  and show that a monomorphism  of K is defined by
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. y  y y and  t  t and so  a  a for all a t .
i Ž .  Ž . Ž 1 . iLet Ý y a be an element in  t y,  . Then   Ý y y ai i
n Ž . 0 for  0 since the non-zero term y a will not be cancelled in  n
if y na is the highest non-zero term in  . It follows that  induces an
Ž . Ž . Ž .  t -linear mapping from the  t right vector space  t y,  into K
1 Ž 1 .and that this is a ring monomorphism since    and a y y 
1 Ž . 1 1Ž . Ž 1 . Ž . Ž .ay ay  y a  y  a  y y  a for a t . However,
Ž .  t y,  is a right Ore domain and the monomorphism  can be
Ž . extended to the skew field K of quotients of  t y,  .
Ž .Let F K x,  .
In K we consider the valuation ring V which is uniquely determined as
 the extension of the t-adic valuation ring  t with the property thatŽ t .
Ž . Ž .ya J V for all a t ; here we use the fact that  is an automor-
phism and apply Theorem 2.2.
We now claim that V has no extension R in F. To prove this consider
the element  xyx1  F. It follows that
 1  y Ž .
1 1 1 1 Ž 1 . 1 Ž . 1 1since    xyx  xy x  x y y x  x y x  yxx
1 1 1Ž 1 . 1 y. Further, ty yt and tx xt imply  t xy x tx yx 
xy1 tyx1  xt1 x1  t1, i.e.,
1 t t1 . Ž .
If we assume that R is an extension of V in F, then y V R implies
1 Ž .that    R by  .
By construction we have t V R and t1  V, hence t1  R. It
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .follows from  that U R , hence  J R or   J R . How-
1 Ž . 1ever,    R,  J R lead to the contradiction   R, and
1 Ž .similarly   J R implies the contradiction  R. Hence, no extension
of V exists in F.
We prove in the next result that under certain circumstances the two
extensions R and R described in Theorem 2.2 are the only exten-Ž1. Ž1.
sions of V in F.
We say that the valuation ring V of the skew field K is archimedean if
Ž . n nfor every a in K and every j J V there exists an n 0 with j a, aj 
Ž .J V .
Ž .4.3. THEOREM. Assume for the alued skew field K , V that  is a
non-compatible automorphism of K and that V is archimedean. Then R andŽ1.
Ž .R are exactly the extensions of V in F K x,  .Ž1.
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Proof. Since  is an automorphism, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that
R and R are extensions of V in F.Ž1. Ž1.
Conversely, we have to show that any extension R of V in F is equal to
either R or R .Ž1. Ž1.
Ž .Since  is not compatible, condition iii of Lemma 3.2 does not hold
Ž . Ž . Ž .and either there exists an element uU V with  u U V or there
Ž . Ž . Ž .exists an element a K U V with  a U V .
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž 1 . Ž .If in the first case  u  J V , then u U V and  u  J V ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., we can assume that uU V but  u  J V . We can argue in a
similar way in the second case and conclude that by the non-compatibility
of  we have either
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i an element uU V with  u  J V ; or
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii an element j J V with  j U V .
Now we consider first the case x R which by the non-compatibility of
Ž . and Theorem 3.6 implies that x J R , and then the case x R which
1 Ž . Ž .implies x  J R . In the first case we will prove that xa J R for any
a K , which in turn implies that R R by Theorem 2.2.Ž1.
Ž . Ž .Let a K. In the case i there exists an element uU V with
Ž . Ž . u  J V and hence for any n 0 we obtain
nn n nxa u u xa u x u a.Ž .
Ž .n Ž .Since V is archimedean, it follows that  u a J V for n large enough,
Ž .which implies that xa J R .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In the case ii there exists an element j J V with  j U V and
for any n 0 we have
n1 1 n n 1 nxa  a x  a j j x  a j x j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .n Ž .where x R,  j U V . Since V is archimedean, it follows that
1Ž . n Ž . Ž . a j  J V for n large enough. We conclude that xa J R for any
a K and that R R by Theorem 2.2.Ž1.
We now assume that x1  R. Since  is an automorphism we have
Ž . Ž 1 1.F K x,   K x ,  . We apply the case considered above and
1 Ž . 1 1obtain x a J R for all a in K , since x  R and  is not
compatible with V. Then R R by Theorem 2.2.Ž1.
In the next result we characterize archimedean valuation rings in various
ways.
4.4. PROPOSITION. The following conditions are equialent for a aluation
ring V K of a skew field K :
Ž .a V is archimedean;
Ž .b V is inariant and has rank one;
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Ž . Ž .  4c there exists a aluation  from K into ,   with V
 Ž . 4a K   a  0 .
We recall that V is called invariant if all its one-sided ideals are
two-sided or, equivalently, if dVd1  V for all 0 d K. The valuation
Ž .ring V has rank n if there exist exactly n completely prime ideals  0 in
V.
Ž .  4A valuation from K to ,   is a mapping from K into this set
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so that  a   if and only if a 0;  ab  a  b and  a b
 Ž . Ž .4min  a ,  b for a, b in K.
Ž . Ž .In the proof of the proposition we show first that b implies c . If V is
 4an invariant rank-one valuation ring of K , then aV  0 a K is a
group with aVbV abV defining its operation. This group is isomorphic to
Ž . Ž .a subgroup of , , and a valuation as in c can be defined. The
Ž . Ž .condition c implies a since  is a real-valued valuation.
To show that V has rank one if V is archimedean, we assume on the
Ž .contrary that there exists a completely prime ideal P with V J V  P
Ž . Ž . 0 and we choose an element 0 p P and an element j J V  P.
n 1 Ž . nIf for some n 0 we have j p  r J R , then j  rp P, hence
j P, since P is completely prime; this is a contradiction.
It remains to show that an archimedean valuation ring V is invariant
and it is sufficient to prove that every principal right ideal of V is
two-sided. Otherwise there exists an element 0 a in V and an element r
Ž .in V with ra aV, hence raj a for some element j J V . We show
Ž . Ž .next that we can assume rU V . Otherwise we have r J V and
Ž . Ž . Ž .raj a implies r 1 aj raj aj a 1 j with r 1, 1 jU R .
Ž . Ž .1 Ž .Hence, r 1 aj 1 j  a or uaw a for u r 1U R and
Ž .1 Ž . n n n 1 1 n Ž .w j 1 j  J R . Then u aw  a implies w a  a u  J V
for all n 0; this is a contradiction.
Ž .We do not know the exact conditions on K , V and the automorphism
 such that the two standard extensions of V are exactly the extensions of
V. We give an example of a non-invariant rank-2 valuation ring V with 
a non-compatible automorphism so that V has more than two extensions
in F.
Ž .ŽŽ ..4.5. EXAMPLE. Consider K i t,  , the skew field of skew Lau-
Ž . 2rent series over  i , i 1, with the automorphism  equal to conjuga-
Ž . Ž .   tions; i.e.,  i i. Further, let V B t i t,  where B  i Ž2i.
Ž . Ž . is the 2 i -adic valuation ring of  i , and let  be the identity
Ž  .mapping of K. Then F K x ,  contains an extension R of V with
x, x1 R since   is compatible with V; see Theorem 3.6. However,
Ž .  Ž . 1F K x,  also for x tx and  with  a  t at for a K. It
Ž .1follows that  is not compatible with V, since for example 2 i  V,
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ŽŽ .1 . Ž .1but  2 i  2 i  V. The three extensions R, R , andŽ1.
R are distinct, since xR tR, xR  tR and xR  tR , whereŽ1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.
R and R are the standard extensions described in Theorem 2.2 for VŽ1. Ž1.
Ž .in F K x,  .
Ž .We determine all extensions R of V with V K in F K x,  for 
 an automorphism. All one-sided ideals in T K x,  are principal and a
Ž .two-sided ideal I 0 of T has the form I fT Tf for an element
m Ž . Ž . nf x f x a, with 0 a in K , f x  x a  xa  1, and f T Tf .1 1 n 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .We say that f is an invariant element in T. Hence, f x b bf x for all1 1
Ž . Ž . iŽ . 1b in K and xf x  f x x. It follows that  b  a ba for a  0 and1 1 i i i
Ž . a  a for all i.i i
If no positive power of  is an inner automorphism of K then x nT ,
n 0, are the only non-zero ideals of T. Otherwise, there exists r 1
r rŽ . 1minimal with  an inner automorphism, i.e.,  b  ubu for all b
Ž . r kin K and a certain element u in K. It follows that f x  x a  1 r k
r Ž .  Ž . 4 i Ž .x a  1 with a in Inv K  a K   a  a and u a in Z K ,r r i r i
m Ž . Ž .the center of K. Conversely, every element f x f x a, with f x of the1 1
 above form, generates an ideal fT Tf of T ; see J, Chap. I for related
results.
A maximal ideal fT Tf is completely prime only if the element f is in
Ž .addition irreducible in T ; i.e., fT is also a maximal right or left ideal in
T. If f is an invariant and irreducible element in T then S T fT is a
Ž .right and left Ore system in T. To see this let g T and s be in S and
gT  sT  dT , g  dg , s  ds , and g u  s   1 for elements1 1 1 1
Ž .d, g , s , u,  in T , d, s  S. If g u fT , then g us  s 1s  0 for1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .us  fT. If g u fT , then s g  g 1 ug and ug  fT , 1 ug  S.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The ring R  TS1 exists and is an extension of V K in F.f
Ž .4.6. THEOREM. The extensions of V K in F K x,  ,  an automor-
phism, are F, R , and the rings R for any irreducible inariant element fŽ1. f
 in K x,  .
1 Ž .Proof. Let R be any extension of V K in F. If x is in J R , then
1 Ž .x a is in J R for all a in K and R R by Theorem 2.2. OtherwiseŽ1.
  Ž .we have x in R and hence T K x,  is a subring of R. Then J R 	 T
Ž .N is an ideal in T and N is completely prime since J R is completely
Ž . Ž . Ž .prime. Hence, either N 0 , J R  0 , and R F or N fT Tf for
an irreducible, invariant element f in T. If s S TN, then s1  R
and R R follows. If r hg1  RR , we can assume that h S andf f
Ž . Ž . Ž .gN. Then hU R , gU R , and fU R ; this is a contradiction
that shows R R .f
Ž .4.7. EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE THEOREM 4.6. i Assume that no power
 n of an automorphism  of K is an inner automorphism for n 1.
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 Then K x,  has just one irreducible invariant polynomial, f x, and
Ž .V K has exactly three extensions in F K x,  ; F, R , and R .Ž1. Ž1.
Ž r . Ž r . 2 rOne possible example is K t  r with  t  t defining the
automorphism.
Ž .ii In the case where K, the complex numbers, and  is the
usual conjugation, it follows that  2 id is an inner automorphism and
  m Ž .the invariant polynomials in  x,   T have the form f x f x a for1
Ž . 2 ia in  and f x Ý x c for c , c  1. The monic, invariant,1 2 i 2 i 0
irreducible polynomials in T are of the form f x or f x 2 r with
2 Ž .Ž .0 r. The element g x  1 x i x i generates a prime
ideal of T that is not completely prime.
 Ž .4.8. Remark. If R  F is an extension of V K in F K x,  with
  Ž . an automorphism, then R  RJ R is a skew field finite dimensional
over K. If V is a valuation ring of K and W is an extension of V in R ,
  Ž . 4then R a R  a J R W is an extension of V in F. This con-
struction will always produce the extensions R and R of V andŽ1. Ž1.
 possibly additional extensions if K x,  contains irreducible invariant
monic elements f x. However, all extensions of V are obtained in this
way only in very special cases; see also the examples in Section 5.
5. EXTENSIONS R WITH DESIGNED VALUE FOR xR
Ž .Let K , V be a valued skew field,  a monomorphism of K , and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 4 .F K x,  . Let W K W K , V  cV  0 c K , be the value
Ž .set of cyclic right V-modules  0 in K , totally ordered by inclusion. If R
Ž . Ž .is an extension of V in F, then W K can be embedded into W F, R by
identifying cV with cR for 0 c K , and this embedding will be order
preserving. Therefore it makes sense to discuss the position of an element
 Ž . in F , i.e., of R, in relation to the original value set W K ; we will
only consider  x. There are two cases: first, xR cR for some c
 4K  0 , and, second, xR cR for all c K.
Ž .We consider the first case. If K and F K x are commutative fields
and V is a valuation ring of K , then there exists for every non-zero
element a in K an extension R RŽa. of V in F with xR aR.
Ž .Now let K , V be a valued skew field and  a monomorphism of K.
Then there exists for a particular non-zero element a in K an extension
Ža. Ž . 1R R of V in F K x,  with xR aR if and only if a xR R.
With x  a1 x and the corresponding monomorphism   defined by
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž   Ž .. c   aca for c in K such that cx  x c , we have F
Ž  . K x ,  and x R R. By Theorem 3.6 such an extension R of V in F
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 Ž .exists if and only if  is compatible with K , V . We can now prove the
following result.
Ž .5.1. THEOREM. Let K , V be a alued skew field and  a monomor-
phism of K. Then there exists for eery non-zero element a in K an extension
Ža. Ž .R R of V in F K x,  with xR aR if and only if  is compatible
Ž .with K , V and V is inariant.
Proof. If  is compatible with V and V is invariant, then for every
0 a K we have aVa1  V, and for any c in K it follows that c is in
Ž . Ž 1 . V if and only if  c   aca is in V. Hence  is compatible with V,
and an extension R of V exists in F with aR xR by the observation
before the theorem. To prove the converse, we observe first that  is
compatible with V by Theorem 3.6, since an extension RŽ1. of V exists
Ž1. Ž1.  Ž . Ž 1 .with xR  R . In addition,  with  c   aca is compatible
with V for all 0 a, c in K by the above remarks. This means that c is in
Ž 1 . 1V if and only if  aca is in V, if and only if aca is in V for all 0 a
in K ; the ring V is invariant.
If V is an invariant valuation ring of K , then the monomorphism  of
 Ž . Ž 1 .K is compatible with V, if and only if  with  c   aca for c K
is compatible with V for every non-zero element a in K. Hence, the next
result is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 and the remarks made before this
theorem.
5.2. COROLLARY. Assume that V is inariant. Then the following condi-
tions are equialent:
Ž .i  is compatible with V.
Ž . Ža.ii For eery non-zero element a in K there exists an extension R R
Ž .of V in F K x,  with xR aR.
Ž .iii There exists a non-zero element a in K and an extension R of V in0
F with xR a R.0
We consider now the second case where xR cR for all c in K. Then
Ž . Ž .xR determines a cut C U, O in the totally ordered set W K with
U aVW K  aR
 xR 4Ž .
and
O bVW K  xR bR .  4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Here, C U, O is a cut in W K in the general sense that U, O is a
Ž . Ž .partition of W K so that UOW K and   for all U and
Ž . Ž  .  all O. Further, U, O  U , O if and only if UU and OO .
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Ž . Ž .Given any cut C U, O in W K and an extension R of V in F, we
Ž . Ž .then say that x determines C at R if and only if  holds.
Ž .We can ask the following question: Assuming that K , V is a valued
Ž . Ž .skew field,  is an automorphism of K , and C U, O is a cut in W K ,
Ž .does there exist an extension R of V in F K x,  so that x determines
C?
If U 	, the empty set, then R is an extension of V so that xŽ1.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .determines C 	, W K , and similarly x determines the cut W K , 	
Ž .at R R see Theorem 2.2 .Ž1.
We can therefore assume that both U 	 and O 	 for the cut
Ž .C U, O under consideration. If U has a maximal element aV, then x
determines C at an extension R RŽa. of V with aR xR. This extension
problem was discussed in the first part of this section; we therefore assume
also that U does not have a maximal element. Then there exists a cofinal
 4subset 
  c V  i I of U with I a totally ordered index set withouti i
maximal element and 
  
 if and only if i j in I. Using this notationi j
we have the following result.
5.3. PROPOSITION. Assume that there exists for eery 
  c V an exten-i i
 4sion R of V in F with c R 
 xR  bR for all i in I and all b K  0 withi i i i i
bVO. Then there exists an extension R R of V so that aR xR bRC
for all a, b in K with aVU and bVO; i.e., x determines the cut C at R.
Proof. The extension R will be obtained by using a suitable ultra
product of the R .i
Let F be the filter on I consisting of all subsets of I that contain a
 4subset of the form S  i I  i i for some i in I. Let M be an ultrai 0 00
Ž . Ž . 4filter on I containing F. In the ring Ł F  a  a  F wei I i i i I i
Ž . Ž .define an equivalence relation ‘‘ ’’ with a  b if and only if the seti i
 4i I  a  b is an element in M.i i
˜ Ž . Ž .Then FŁ F  is a skew field with elements a correspond-i I i i
Ž .ing to the equivalence class containing the element a . The subseti
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . 4R a  F  a  R for all i is a valuation subring of F, sincei i i
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .  4a  FR implies that a  0 and i I  a  R  SM.i i i i
1 4  4Hence, S i I  a  R M and S
 i  0 a and a  R Mi i i i i
1 ˜Ž .and a  R.i
˜Ž .The mapping that assigns to a in F the element a in F is an
˜ ˜embedding of F into F, and we can assume that F is an extension of F. If
˜Ž . Ž .a  r is an element in F	 K for a in K and r in R , theni i i
˜ 4I I  a r M and a V follows; so R R  R	 F is an exten-i C
sion of V in F.
It remains to prove that c R
 xR bR for all c , i  I, and all b Ki i 00 0
with bVO. By assumption we have extensions R of V with c R 
i i i
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xR  bR for all i I and b K with bVO. Hence,i i
Ž . 11 x c  R for all i in I, andi i
Ž . 12 x b R for all i in I and b K with bVO.i
Further, for each i  I and i i we have c V
 c V, and so elements0 0 i i0
Ž . 1 1d  V
 R exist with c  c d . By 1 it follows that x c  x c d i i i i i i i i0 01 1 ˜Ž . Ž .R for i i , and therefore x c  x c d  R, where we cani 0 i i i01 1 ˜Ž .define d  0 for i i . Hence, x c  x c  R	 F R, andi 0 i i0 0
c R
 xR follows for every i  I.i 00 1 -1 Ž .On the other hand, we have x b F with x b R by 2 for alli
1 1 ˜ 1 ˜Ž .i I. Hence, x b x b  R and therefore x b R	 F R. It
1 1Ž . Ž .follows that x b  J R and xR bR for all b K with bVO.
Combining Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.3 we obtain the following
result:
Ž .5.4. COROLLARY. Let K , V be a alued field and  an automorphism
Ž . Ž .of K. Then there exists for eery cut C U, O of W V an extension
R R of V so that x determines C at R if V is inariant and  isC
compatible with V.
Ž r .5.5. EXAMPLE. Let K t  r and  be the automorphism of
Ž r . 2 r Ž .K with  t  t as in Example 4.7 i . Let V be the t-adic valuation ring
Ž .of K , and V is invariant, and  compatible with V. Since W V is order
isomorphic to the rational numbers, it follows by Corollary 5.4 that the
Ž .cardinality of the set of extensions of V in F K x,  is greater than or
equal to the cardinality of the set of real numbers. On the other hand, the
extensions of V obtained as in the Remark 4.8 are just the extensions RŽ1.
and R .Ž1.
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